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Dive into agent determination in SAP Business Workflow in this comprehensive guide. Explore the types of workflow
agents and how each agent type is defined. Discover how agent types can be defined within the task and workflow
definition. Explore workflow rules and clarify the various options for defining rules. Obtain expert advice on the
functionality available to agents for processing work items and how to support them as a workflow administrator. Walk
through the available reports that focus on the agents of workflow instances and learn how to identify errors, pinpoint
areas for improvement, and reveal bottlenecks in workflow processes. Learn about best practices for agent
administration and troubleshoot common errors. Examine detailed workshops exploring rule definition, modeled
deadlines, ad hoc agents, and release procedures.
- Fundamentals of SAP Business Workflow agent types and agent determination
- Example rules defined using responsibilities, ABAP, evaluation paths, organizational data, and BRF+
- Agent administration and reporting
- Deep dive workshops exploring rule definition, modeled deadlines, ad hoc agents, and release procedures
SharePoint MVPs offer practical WF4 guidance for SharePoint 2010 developers With the new Workflow Foundation 4
(WF4) toolkit in SharePoint 2010, companies have new ways to build custom solutions for common or frequent business
processes. This unique book is packed with instructions and tips that show you how. You'll use WF4 to create and
implement office-practical apps such as expense report approvals, RFPs, sale pipeline management, and more. The
book also covers how to design custom activities with SharePoint Designer 2010. Explains how to build business
solutions using the Workflow Foundation 4 toolkit in SharePoint 2010 Shows even non-IT readers how to create and
implement processes such as sales pipeline management, creating and managing RFPs, setting up a conference room
scheduling solution across a multi-national company, and more Explores the basics vital to all process design: system
analysis, researching requirements, and basic design considerations Includes a SharePoint 2007 template for Training
and Scheduling; the book walks you through how to upgrade that to 2010 and extend it with new features Create the
processes your business needs with SharePoint 2010's new Workflow 4 and this practical guide.
Looking for a comprehensive, all-in-one guide to RDA that keeps it simple and provides exactly what you need to know?
This book covers planning and training considerations, presents relevant FRBR and FRAD background, and offers
practical, step-by-step cataloging advice for a variety of material formats. • Supplies an accessible, up-to-date guide to
RDA in a single resource • Covers history and development of the new cataloging code, including the results of the U.S.
RDA Test Coordinating Committee Report • Presents the latest information on RDA cataloging for multiple material
formats, including print, audiovisual, and digital resources • Explains how RDA's concepts, structure, and vocabulary are
based on FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) and FRAD (Functional Requirements for Authority
Data), both of which are reviewed in the book
A practical guide, structured to follow the workflow of the legal professional, it provides: a quick reference, with simple
plain English explanations of the process required; forms and checklists to ensure that attorneys can perform their tasks
quickly and efficiently.
Discover how to implement Revit best practices along with Dynamo and Power BI to visualize and analyze BIM
information Key Features Boost productivity in Revit and apply multiple workflows to work efficiently on BIM projects
Optimize your daily work in Revit to perform more tasks in less time Take a hands-on approach to improving your
efficiency with useful explanations, which will step-change your productivity Book Description Revit software helps
architects, BIM coordinators, and BIM managers to create BIM models and analyze data to improve design and
construction. Building Information Modeling (BIM) has promoted a transformation in the engineering and construction
industries where information is at the core of a methodology that improves productivity, providing several benefits in
comparison to the traditional 2D CAD process. This book takes a hands-on approach to implementing this new
methodology effectively. Complete with step-by-step explanations of essential concepts and practical examples, this
Revit book begins by explaining the principles of productivity in Revit and data management for BIM projects. You'll get to
grips with the primary BIM documentation to start a BIM project, including the contract, Exchange Information
Requirements (EIR), and BIM Execution Plan (BEP/BXP). Later, you'll create a Revit template, start a Revit project, and
explore the core functionalities of Revit to increase productivity. Once you've built the foundation, you'll learn about Revit
plugins and use Dynamo for visual programming and Power BI for analyzing BIM information. By the end of this book,
you'll have a solid understanding of Revit as construction and design software, how to increase productivity in Revit, and
how to apply multiple workflows in your project to manage BIM. What you will learn Explore the primary BIM
documentation to start a BIM project Set up a Revit project and apply the correct coordinate system to ensure long-term
productivity Improve the efficiency of Revit core functionalities that apply to daily activities Use visual programming with
Dynamo to boost productivity and manage data in BIM projects Import data from Revit to Power BI and create project
dashboards to analyze data Discover the different Revit plugins for improved productivity, visualization, and analysis
Implement best practices for modeling in Revit Who this book is for This book is for architects, designers, engineers,
modelers, BIM coordinators, and BIM managers interested in learning Autodesk Revit best practices. Increasing
Autodesk Revit Productivity for BIM Projects will help you to explore the methodology that combines information
management and research for quality inputs when working in Revit.
Foreword by industry legend Harold Kerzner! This book describes a completely unique step-by-step, workflow-guiding
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approach to project management which simplifies activities by enforcing execution of all required processes on time, and
redirecting to an alternative path in the event of project issues. Since compliance with all project management processes
is enforced by the workflow, product quality is significantly improved and life cycle errors are almost eliminated. Project
Workflow Management: A Business Process Approach is the first and only book in the marketplace which enables
readers with no prior project management experience to manage the entire life cycle of any small to mid-sized project. It
also equips mid- and senior-level project managers with directions and a detailed map to the effective management of
complex projects and programs.
The essential resource to an integrated approach to reservoir modelling by highlighting both the input of data and the
modelling results Reservoir Modelling offers a comprehensive guide to the procedures and workflow for building a 3-D
model. Designed to be practical, the principles outlined can be applied to any modelling project regardless of the software
used. The author — a noted practitioner in the field — captures the heterogeneity due to structure, stratigraphy and
sedimentology that has an impact on flow in the reservoir. This essential guide follows a general workflow from data QC
and project management, structural modelling, facies and property modelling to upscaling and the requirements for
dynamic modelling. The author discusses structural elements of a model and reviews both seismic interpretation and
depth conversion, which are known to contribute most to volumetric uncertainty and shows how large-scale stratigraphic
relationships are integrated into the reservoir framework. The text puts the focus on geostatistical modelling of facies and
heterogeneities that constrain the distribution of reservoir properties including porosity, permeability and water saturation.
In addition, the author discusses the role of uncertainty analysis in the static model and its impact on volumetric
estimation. The text also addresses some typical approaches to modelling specific reservoirs through a mix of case
studies and illustrative examples and: Offers a practical guide to the use of data to build a successful reservoir model
Draws on the latest advances in 3-D modelling software Reviews facies modelling, the different methods and the need
for understanding the geological interpretation of cores and logs Presents information on upscaling both the structure and
the properties of a fine-scale geological model for dynamic simulation Stresses the importance of an interdisciplinary
team-based approach Written for geophysicists, reservoir geologists and petroleum engineers, Reservoir Modelling offers
the essential information needed to understand a reservoir for modelling and contains the multidisciplinary nature of a
reservoir modelling project.
jBPM5 is a powerful, new open-source technology that takes a new approach to managing business process workflow.
As the product is so cutting edge and there are few available resources to those who wish to use jBPM in their
environments, A Practical Guide to jBPM5 by Venkataganesh Thoppae is invaluable as a resource. Thoppae's book is a
simple, quick-start guide that anyone with basic understanding of Java, JEE, JBoss, Maven, MySQL (or any RDBMS),
and eclipse will be able to understand and put to use immediately. The author notes that the book is not to be considered
a "Bible" for jBPM5, but rather a companion to more in-depth books on the topic. Thoppae eschews detail and
foundational philosophies for the nuts and bolts basics to get you up and running without costly lag time. The book is well
organized with real-life examples of how jBPM5 works in the business process workflow environment. Easy-tounderstand screenshots accompany each aspect of the how-to explanations, making the steps easy to put into play. A
Practical Guide to jBPM5 will be an invaluable tool in making this new tool work for you.
Planning, executing and controlling the implementation process for Oracle E-Business Suite is no easy task, but done
right can do wonders for your business. Anant Porwal, a certified master in Oracle Financials with twenty years of
experience helping businesses implement the suite of applications, provides a comprehensive blueprint to get the most
value out of the product with this implementation guide. The first section highlights high-level features of core Oracle EBusiness Suite applications, including various technology pieces. It also explains how the applications allow for flexibility
in accounting and in processing transactions. The second section explores how to implement the suite of
applicationsfrom identifying the goals you want to achieve, selecting and building an implementation team, designing an
implementation process, documenting and tracking progress, and taking the necessary steps to ensure implementation is
a success. A Practical Guide to Implement Oracle E-Business Suite is must read for all members of companies planning
Oracle implementation including stakeholders, project managers, team members and consultants alike, it provides insight
into the intricacies and efforts for implementing very complex package, Oracle E-Business Suite.
IBM® InfoSphere® Master Data Management Reference Data Management Hub (InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub) is
designed as a ready-to-run application that provides the governance, process, security, and audit control for managing
reference data as an enterprise standard, resulting in fewer errors, reduced business risk and cost savings. This IBM
Redbooks® publication describes where InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub fits into information management reference
architecture. It explains the end-to-end process of an InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub implementation including the
considerations of planning a reference data management project, requirements gathering and analysis, model design in
detail, and integration considerations and scenarios. It then shows implementation examples and the ongoing
administration tasks. This publication can help IT professionals who are interested or have a need to manage reference
data efficiently and implement an InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub solution with ease.
In today's global economy the customer has more and better choices than ever before, bringing on one of the biggest
challenges the business community faces today - customer loyalty and retention. To thrive in today's customer-driven
economy a company need
This clinically oriented book gives dental practitioners and students a hands-on guide to incorporating dental implants into
their practices. Taking a clear and concise approach to the subject, the book offers basic information on all aspects of
dental implants. Topics covered encompass the pros and cons of implants, patient factors, clinical considerations to
success and failure, and implant restoration. Photographs, radiographs, and illustrations support the text, demonstrating
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the concepts discussed. The ADA Practical Guide to Dental Implants starts with a brief history of the subject then
examines the clinical and economic considerations for implants. Patient factors, including systemic, oral, and periodontal
health, diet, age, gender, and more are discussed. The book also looks at the experience of the clinician, followed by
clinical considerations such as case planning, implant design, surgical techniques, antibiotics, and more. The last
chapters cover post-surgical follow-up and the many factors that lead to a successful outcome. Discusses all aspects of
dental implantology in the practice setting Supports dental practitioners in incorporating dental implants into their
practices Considers pros and cons, patient factors, clinical considerations, success and failure, and implant restoration
Offers foundational information on dental implants in an easy-to-read format Includes photographs and drawings to depict
the concepts discussed The ADA Practical Guide to Dental Implants is a useful introduction and guide to dental implants
for any practitioner interested in incorporating implants into clinical practice.
Learn how to build logic into your apps by configuring Salesforce.com Lightning Process Builder and Visual Workflow
software tools to meet the needs of your organization without the use of code. You will be able to build workflow
diagrams on the Salesforce.com platform and perform complex logic. Individuals who have created workflow diagrams in
other applications (e.g., Microsoft Visio) will feel very comfortable using these two tools from Salesforce. If you find
yourself in a situation where a standard Salesforce configuration does not meet your needs, you can always rely on a
developer to extend the functionality through Visualforce and Apex code. What if you could take back that control and not
rely on a developer or consultant? With two new technologies—Process Builder and Visual Workflow—introduced onto the
Salesforce.com platform, you can accomplish much of what was normally handled with Apex code. Lightning Process
Builder and Visual workflow both allow for advanced logic that standard configuration such as Salesforce.com Workflow
cannot do. Salesforce.com Lightning Process Builder and Visual Workflow details how these technologies can be used
to: Create a call center application that guides operators through a call with screens that change based on the caller’s
responses. Automatically submit approvals to speed up and streamline your business. Update related records for any
object being modified, including standard and custom objects.
This guide contains 6 Core and 12 World-Class processes each of which is described in chapters that provide a logical
view of the element itself and why it is important to the organization, along with a flexible process model that can be
adapted to most businesses and how the process works in practice—plus proven and practical models and Tips for
Success from high-performing organizations on implementing the process. The technical content takes a mid-level view
to be useful to a broader group of readers and is complemented by other relevant chapters, including: •A Brief History of
IT Service Management •Understanding ITIL, COBIT, and ISO •The Consumerization of IT •Making Sense of Cloud and
On-Premise •Enterprise Service Management •A Culture of Excellence •An Approach to Leverage Technology •The
Exploration of Service Automation The Practical Guide to World-Class IT Service Management also examines the future
of IT service management and where this exciting journey is likely to lead.
The Filmmaker's Guide to Final Cut Pro Workflow is the comprehensive roadmap to affordable postproduction workflow using Final Cut Pro,
Cinema Tools, and Pro Tools. Illuminating workflow and the interrelationship of these software applications, it also focuses on cost saving
and efficiency, aiding low-budget, independent moviemakers as well as students trying to take their skills to the professional level. Author
Dale Angell offers a practical guide to complete film postproduction workflow, describing low-cost workflow that can be used for 35mm film,
High Definition digital video, or DV/Red Camera. The Filmmaker's Guide to Final Cut Pro Workflow will help the independent filmmaker
working on a tight budget: . Understand capturing picture when shooting on film or digital video . Finishing the project on either film or video .
Audio edit workflows for both film and video . Comprehend NTSC and PAL video as well as modern digital video formats . Understand
timecode and the file architecture in Final Cut Pro, Cinema Tools, and Pro Tools
A pro isn¿t just a person who can do it well. It¿s a person who can do it well every time, on demand and on deadline; which is why the key to
being a professional creative is having a great creative process. Whether it¿s writing a book, animating a shot, designing a game level or
composing a soundtrack¿ultimately, we¿re all facing similar challenges. Since we share challenges, we can also share solutions. This book is
a practical guide, featuring a universal creative process that can streamline any serious creative work, on any scale.
Although informatics trainees and practitioners who assume operational computing roles in their organization may have reasonably advanced
understanding of theoretical informatics, many are unfamiliar with the practical topics - such as downtime procedures, interface engines, user
support, JCAHO compliance, and budgets - which will become the mainstay of their working lives. Practical Guide to Clinical Computing
Systems 2nd edition helps prepare these individuals for the electronic age of health care delivery. It is also designed for those who migrate
into clinical computing operations roles from within their health care organization. A new group of people interested in this book are those
preparing for Clinical Informatics board certification in the US. The work provides particular differentiation from the popular first edition in four
areas: 40% more content detailing the many practical aspects of clinical informatics. Addresses the specific needs of the Clinical Informatics
board certification course – for which it is presently recommended by the ABPM Focus on new tech paradigms including cloud computing and
concurrency – for this rapidly changing field. Focuses on the practical aspects of operating clinical computing systems in medical centers
rather than abstruse theory. Provides deepened and broadened authorship with a global panel of contributors providing new wisdom and new
perspectives - reflecting inclusion of the first edition on the clinical informatics study guide materials. Presents a practical treatment of
workday but often unfamiliar issues – downtime procedures, interface engines, user support, JCAHO compliance, and budgets.
Due to a limited number of practice facilities in the field of Data Science and Artificial Intelligence, I have written this book to deliver concepts
in a simple and clear manner with practical applications from case studies and real-world scenario-based exercises to facilitate the learning
process. I also believe that one effectively learns material when after learning the material, they are given an assessment to measure their
aptitude. As a result, I have included a full-length assessment, titled Data Science and Analytics Skills Assessment (DSSA), to create a
checkpoint that allows one to maximize their study-skills. From this assessment, they can learn from their mistakes, and address holes in
their understanding. And, the Data Science and Analytics Skills Assessment is specifically designed to pinpoint these holes, giving a score
that accurately reflects their level of understanding.
Learn all about Codecs--how they work, as well as design and implementation with this comprehensive, easy-to-use guide to compression.
After reading this book, you will be able to prepare and distribute professional audio and video on any platform including streamed to the web,
broadcast on-air, stored in PVRs, Burned onto CD-ROMs or DVDs, delivered by broadband, or viewed in Kiosk applications, PDA devices,
and mobile phones. Key benefits: * Learn from an award-winning technologist for a top media company who knows how to explain codecs in
terms you can understand * This entry-level guide contains clear explanations and hundreds of diagrams--no math background needed! Also
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includes a comprehensive glossary which serves as a useful reference to many technical terms and jargon you will encounter * Learn how to
choose the right technique to get the most out of your compression system--saving both storage space and money
Clinical data management (CDM) has changed from being an essentially clerical task in the late 1970s and early 1980s to a highly
computerized, highly specialized field today. And clinical data manages have had to adapt their data management systems and processes
accordingly. Practical Guide to Clinical Data Management steers you through a basic understanding of the role of data management in
clinical trials and includes more advanced topics such as CDM systems, SOPs, and quality assurance. This book helps you ensure GCP,
manage laboratory data, and deal with the kinds of clinical data that can cause difficulties in database applications. With the tools this book
provides, you'll learn how to: Ensure that your DMB system is in compliance with federal regulations Build a strategic data management and
databsing plan Track and record CRFs Deal with problem data, adverse event data, and legacy data Manage and store lab data Identify and
manage discrepancies Ensure quality control over reports Choose a CDM system that is right for your company Create and implement a
system validation plan and process Set up and enforce data collection standards Develop test plans and change control systems This book is
your guide to finding the most successful and practical options for effective clinical data management.
Prevention is the first line of defence in the fight against infection. As antibiotics and other antimicrobials encounter increasing reports of
microbial resistance, the field of decontamination science is undergoing a major revival. A Practical Guide to Decontamination in Healthcare
is a comprehensive training manual, providing practical guidance on all aspects of decontamination including: microbiology and infection
control; regulations and standards; containment, transportation, handling, cleaning, disinfection and sterilization of patient used devices;
surgical instrumentation; endoscopes; and quality management systems. Written by highly experienced professionals, A Practical Guide to
Decontaminationin Healthcare comprises a systematic review of decontamination methods, with uses and advantages outlined for each. Upto-date regulations, standards and guidelines are incorporated throughout, to better equip healthcare professionals with the information they
need to meet the technical and operational challenges of medical decontamination. A Practical Guide to Decontaminationin Healthcare is an
important new volume on state-of-the-art decontamination processes and a key reference source for all healthcare professionals working in
infectious diseases, infection control/prevention and decontamination services.

Adobe’s Lightroom has emerged as a must-have software due to its powerful editing tools and time saving
organizational capabilities but how you establish a personalized, creative workflow that optimizes this technology, your
time, and your art eludes most photographers. Jason Bradley, award-winning photographer and Lightroom pro, shares
the answers to these questions in this practical and easy to follow guide that taps into the "how" and the "why" of a
professional photographer’s creative workflow in Lightroom. Bradley will show you how all workflows can be simplified
into three steps: establishing, managing, and rendering the file, alongside stunning photographs and explanations from
his own experiences. This book will not only teach you how to work within Lightroom but, ultimately, how to make
Lightroom work for you.
A pro isn’t just a person who can do it well. It’s a person who can do it well every time, on demand and on deadline;
which is why the key to being a professional creative is having a great creative process. Whether it’s writing a book,
animating a shot, designing a game level or composing a soundtrack—ultimately, we’re all facing similar challenges.
Since we share challenges, we can also share solutions. This book is a practical guide, featuring a universal creative
process that can streamline any serious creative work, on any scale.
"Copyright policies take the guess work out of daily library practices such as interlibrary loan, digitization, 3D printing, and
using other people's works to advertise library events. Use this book to get guidance on how to create copyright policies
and workflows for your library. The book includes sample policies from all types of libraries: academic, public,
government, and private"-This groundbreaking book helps you master the management of information security, concentrating on the recognition
and resolution of the practical issues of developing and implementing IT security for the enterprise. Drawing upon the
authors' wealth of valuable experience in high-risk commercial environments, the work focuses on the need to align the
information security process as a whole with the requirements of the modern enterprise, which involves empowering
business managers to manage information security-related risk. Throughout, the book places emphasis on the use of
simple, pragmatic risk management as a tool for decision-making. The first book to cover the strategic issues of IT
security, it helps you to: understand the difference between more theoretical treatments of information security and
operational reality; learn how information security risk can be measured and subsequently managed; define and execute
an information security strategy design and implement a security architecture; and ensure that limited resources are used
optimally. Illustrated by practical examples, this topical volume reveals the current problem areas in IT security
deployment and management. Moreover, it offers guidelines for writing scalable and flexible procedures for developing
an IT security strategy and monitoring its implementation. You discover an approach for reducing complexity and risk,
and find tips for building a successful team and managing communications issues within the organization. This essential
resource provides practical insight into contradictions in the current approach to securing enterprise-wide IT
infrastructures, recognizes the need to continually challenge dated concepts, demonstrates the necessity of using
appropriate risk management techniques, and evaluates whether or not a given risk is acceptable in pursuit of future
business opportunities.
"Telemedicine is a rapidly growing field in healthcare and emergency medicine. Telemedicine, telehealth, and virtual
health are often used interchangeably, but have unique definitions. Collectively, they refer to the use of
telecommunications technology and electronic information to support health and provide care over distance. (Nesbitt TS,
2020) Telehealth and Telemedicine both describe the "use of medical information exchanged from one site to another via
electronic communications to improve the patient's health status".(Institute of Medicine, 2012) Telemedicine is generally
limited to direct clinical provider-to-patient care. Telehealth services include but are not limited to clinical care, health
screening and prevention, health maintenance, professional health-related education, public health, and health
administration. (Sikka, 2019) Virtual Health, e-health and digital health refer to an even broader array of digital
information tools. The definition includes telehealth and extends further into other categories such as health information
technology (IT), medical device data systems, electronic health records (EHRs), and clinical decision support tools.
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(Office of Health Policy, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE), 2016) (U.S. Food & Drug
Administration, n.d.; Telligen and the Great Plains Telehealth Resource and Assistance Center, 2020)"-This comprehensive guide reveals the key elements of successful B2B integration and collaborative e-commerce, by
highlighting business needs, technologies, and development strategies. It equips companies with practical guidelines for
quickly implementing an effective B2Bi strategy, and prepares them for the next wave of B2B integration and
collaborative e-commerce. It clarifies the intricate dependencies among all the components of B2Bi, including integration
patterns, enterprise application integration (EAI), business process management (BPM), Internet security, XML, Web
services, middleware technologies, and integration brokers. Included are future technologies that will have a significant
impact on B2Bi architectures, such as intelligent software agents, wireless technologies, and peer-to-peer computing.
This reference provides a suitable framework for the design, development, and implementation of B2B integration, along
with several case studies. Editors: Dr Marcus Healey — Strategy Consultant for InfoFirst Inc., USA Dr Shyam Samtani
(Language Editor) — Professor of English, P G Department of English, Indore Christian College, India Contributors:
Kenneth Tamburello — Senior Consultant Specialist at Bluesphere (an EDS company), USA Deepak Bajaj — Course
Coordinator of Project Management, University of Technology Sydney (UTS), Australia Dimple Sadhwani — Senior
Software Engineer, Island ECN, USA Pawan Samtani — Country Operations Manager, Oracle Corporation, India
Contents: The Big Picture:IntroductionComponents, Benefits, Challenges and Applications of B2B IntegrationEstablished
Integration Components:Integration PatternsEnterprise Application Integration (EAI)Business Process Management
(BPM)Extensible Markup Language (XML)XML Standards for E-BusinessMiddleware TechnologiesIntegration
BrokersInternet SecurityEvolving Integration Components:Web ServicesWireless TechnologiesSoftware AgentsB2BiEnabled Applications:Supply Chain Management (SCM)E-Marketplaces and Collaborative NetworksConclusion:B2B to
P2P Evolution Readership: MBA students, business executives, IT managers and programmers, and CIOs.
This practical guide brings DevOps principles to Salesforce development. It fits together two major movements within the
IT world: the movement to Software/Platform as a Service (SaaS/PaaS), and the DevOps movement. While SaaS and
PaaS allow companies to invest in their core competencies rather than maintain their own infrastructure, the goal of
DevOps is to optimize the process of delivering software innovation and value. The release of Salesforce DX in late 2017
unlocks the possibility of a true DevOps workflow on Salesforce. But DevOps is new to the Salesforce world and there is
not a widespread understanding of its goals and methods, and so adoption of Salesforce DX is still in the early stages.
Mastering Salesforce DevOps explains how to build a powerful and comprehensive DevOps workflow for
Salesforce—allowing you to finally deploy the world's most innovative platform using the world's most effective and
efficient techniques. It addresses the need for a comprehensive guide to DevOps for Salesforce, allowing teams to bring
proven practices from the IT world to resolve the hardest problems facing Salesforce developers today. What You Will
Learn Improve company performance and software delivery performance using Salesforce DX Translate DevOps
concepts into the unique language and practices of Salesforce Understand why and how you can implement Salesforce
DX to achieve greater productivity and innovation Enable continuous delivery on Salesforce Build packages and architect
code so it can be deployed easily Allow admins to participate in what has traditionally been a developer workflow Know
the techniques for reducing the stress and risk of deployment Apply the full range of automated tests that can be used on
Salesforce Who This Book Is for Salesforce developers, release managers, and those managing Salesforce development
teams who need a guide to DevOps, and DevOps specialists who need to apply familiar concepts to Salesforce
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the VLSI design process. It covers end-to-end system on chip (SoC)
design, including design methodology, the design environment, tools, choice of design components, handoff procedures,
and design infrastructure needs. The book also offers critical guidance on the latest UPF-based low power design flow
issues for deep submicron SOC designs, which will prepare readers for the challenges of working at the nanotechnology
scale. This practical guide will provide engineers who aspire to be VLSI designers with the techniques and tools of the
trade, and will also be a valuable professional reference for those already working in VLSI design and verification with a
focus on complex SoC designs. A comprehensive practical guide for VLSI designers; Covers end-to-end VLSI SoC
design flow; Includes source code, case studies, and application examples.
This book was written to familiarize beginners with general theoretical principles, requirements, applications, and
processing steps of the Eddy Covariance method. It is intended to assist in further understanding the method, and
provides references such as textbooks, network guidelines and journal papers. It is also intended to help students and
researchers in field deployment of instruments used with the Eddy Covariance method, and to promote its use beyond
micrometeorology.
Among the many recent advances in assisted reproduction therapies (ART), improved technologies for identifying viable
oocytes, sperm, and embryos are of primary importance. Paradoxically, the latest advances presented at conferences
and symposia are often slow to become part of the daily routine in IVF laboratories. Detailing established and developing
techniques, A Practical Guide to Selecting Gametes and Embryos provides a user-friendly text of ready-to-use ARTs that
can be utilized effectively in the lab. In this volume, renowned embryologist and educator Markus Montag and his expert
panel highlight sophisticated and proven selection strategies and emphasize the importance of proper lab practice in
handling gametes and embryos. Topics include: Steps undertaken for the analysis of a semen sample Quality control and
prevention of exposure to toxins in oocyte collection and embryo culture Morphological selection of gametes and
embryos Both commonly used and innovative techniques for gamete and embryo selection, such as oxygen respiration
and time-lapse imaging Invasive techniques, including polar body, embryo, and blastocyst biopsies as well as aneuploidy
testing by FISH and array-CGH Accompanied by numerous figures and descriptions, this guide to selecting gametes and
embryos brings the insight of international authors with knowledge and expertise, highlighting practical tips and key
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points. The book offers a starting point for applying successful selection strategies for reducing the rate of high-risk
multiple gestations while maintaining or increasing viable pregnancy rates.
The management of clinical data, from its collection during a trial to its extraction for analysis, has become a critical
element in the steps to prepare a regulatory submission and to obtain approval to market a treatment. Groundbreaking
on its initial publication nearly fourteen years ago, and evolving with the field in each iteration since then, the third edition
of Practical Guide to Clinical Data Management includes important updates to all chapters to reflect the current industry
approach to using electronic data capture (EDC) for most studies. See what’s new in the Third Edition: A chapter on the
clinical trial process that explains the high level flow of a clinical trial from creation of the protocol through the study lock
and provides the context for the clinical data management activities that follow Reorganized content reflects an industry
trend that divides training and standard operating procedures for clinical data management into the categories of study
startup, study conduct, and study closeout Coverage of current industry and Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approaches and concerns The book provides a comprehensive overview of the tasks involved in clinical data
management and the computer systems used to perform those tasks. It also details the context of regulations that guide
how those systems are used and how those regulations are applied to their installation and maintenance. Keeping the
coverage practical rather than academic, the author hones in on the most critical information that impacts clinical trial
conduct, providing a full end-to-end overview or introduction for clinical data managers.
A Practical Guide to XLIFF 2.0 introduces the OASIS XLIFF standard. Companies use XLIFF to standardize the
exchange of source and localized content with localization and translation vendors. You will learn how to get the most
from the XLIFF standard, use best practices in your translation workflow, extend XLIFF, and use the XLIFF modules. This
book is for localization coordinators, technical writers, content management system vendors, localization service
providers, and consultants who want to incorporate XLIFF into their customers' publishing workflow. Getting Started
introduces XLIFF, the translation process, and the major parts of XLIFF, including the core and modules. Applied XLIFF
describes how XLIFF supports translation of XML (including DITA), websites, office documents, graphics, and software
user interfaces. XLIFF Core: introduces the XLIFF core features, including: Preserving document structure Marking up
text for translation Segmentation and sub-flows Fragment identification Extensibility XLIFF Modules: introduces the
XLIFF modules, including: Translation Candidates Glossary Format Style Metadata Resource Data Change Tracking
Size and Length Restriction Validation XLIFF 2.0 Structure: describes the XLIFF 2.0 schemas, including the core
structural and inline elements and module schemas. Examples: detailed examples, including XSL code, for transforming
XML source files into and out of XLIFF.
The modern dependence upon information technology and the corresponding information security regulations and
requirements force companies to evaluate the security of their core business processes, mission critical data, and
supporting IT environment. Combine this with a slowdown in IT spending resulting in justifications of every purchase, and
security professionals are forced to scramble to find comprehensive and effective ways to assess their environment in
order to discover and prioritize vulnerabilities, and to develop cost-effective solutions that show benefit to the business. A
Practical Guide to Security Assessments is a process-focused approach that presents a structured methodology for
conducting assessments. The key element of the methodology is an understanding of business goals and processes,
and how security measures are aligned with business risks. The guide also emphasizes that resulting security
recommendations should be cost-effective and commensurate with the security risk. The methodology described serves
as a foundation for building and maintaining an information security program. In addition to the methodology, the book
includes an Appendix that contains questionnaires that can be modified and used to conduct security assessments. This
guide is for security professionals who can immediately apply the methodology on the job, and also benefits management
who can use the methodology to better understand information security and identify areas for improvement.
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